
 

“Everyone is in favour of free speech.  Hardly a day 
passes without its being extolled, but some people’s 
idea of it is that they are free to say what they like, 

but if anyone else says anything back, that is an 
outrage.” 

~ Winston Churchill ~ 

Canada 

The special focus of this newsletter is the attempt by the National 
Council of Canadian Muslims to have the Trudeau Liberals declare 
January 29th a National Day of Remembrance and Action on 
Islamophobia.  
 
We condemn violence against Muslims in the strongest terms. 
However, we do not believe that a single random attack, as 
occurred last year at a Quebec mosque, should become the basis 
for a multi-year commemoration marking out Islamophobia as 
Canada's national shame. The unmistakable message of such a 
commemoration would be that Islam is a specially-protected 
ideology and Muslims a specially protected people, exempt from 
criticism and worthy of sympathy above and beyond what is 
offered to other victims of violence.  

Such a day should not be endorsed by a democratic nation built on 
equality before the law and freedom of expression. 
 
 



 

Here's why we don't need a national Islamophobia 
day by Lorne Gunter 
 
When it was first reported last week that 11-year-old Toronto grade-school 
student Khawlah Noman had been followed to school by some whack job 
who wanted to cut off her hijab using scissors, the forces of political 
correctness were swift to condemn the incident. However, when the 
“attack” turned out to be nothing more than a child’s fib (the dog ate my 
hijab), there was no similar rush to correct the record, to say that maybe 
Canada isn’t a pit of Islamophobia after all. It’s the one-sidedness of 
political correctness – and the fickle, fashionable nature of its outrage – 
that makes the push for a national policy against Islamophobia and even a 
national anti-Islamophobia Day such bad ideas. 

http://torontosun.com/opinion/columnists/gunter-heres-why-we-dont-
need-a-national-islamophobia-day 
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Canadians don't need a 'National Day' scolding us 
for being Islamophobic by Barbara Kay 

The federal government has been asked by the National Council of 
Canadian Muslims (NCCM) to declare Jan. 29, the first anniversary of a 
murderous attack on a Quebec mosque that left six dead and several 
others injured, a “National Day of Remembrance and Action on 
Islamophobia.” We deplore the horrific Quebec City mosque murders. 
Nevertheless, an annual day of national atonement sends the wrong 
message. 

http://nationalpost.com/opinion/barbara-kay-canadians-dont-need-a-
national-day-scolding-us-for-being-islamophobic 

Canada: "Islamophobia Day"? Are You Kidding? By 
Tom Quiggin 

The Prime Minister of Canada, Justin Trudeau, is being asked by the 
National Council of Canadian Muslims (NCCM, formerly known as CAIR 
CAN) to designate January 29 as a "National Day of Remembrance and 
Action on Islamophobia." If he does, it is an indicator that the Islamists in 
Canada have succeeded in their program of political expansion and 
influence to the point of now being able publicly to manipulate the Prime 
Minister's Office. In fact, in Canada, "Islamophobia" comes in only fourth 
behind crimes against Blacks, Gays and Jews. Hate crimes against Muslims 
have dropped, even as the overall number of hate crimes increase, 
according to the last Statistics Canada reporting. 

If the "Islamophobia Memorial Day" is declared by the prime minster, it is a 
clear "indicator and warning" on how far an Islamist mentality has been 
developed within the corridors of government. It also will further confirm 
how deeply Prime Minster Trudeau has continued in his support of the 
Islamist cause on every occasion since his election as a Member of 
Parliament in 2008. 

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/11767/canada-islamophobia-day 

 

Quebec Opposition Rejects Call For “Day of Action 
on Islamophobia” 
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Coalition avenir Québec and the Parti Quebecois – Quebec’s main 
opposition parties – rejected a call by the National Council of Canadian 
Muslims (NCCM) for a National Day of Remembrance and Action on 
Islamophobia. Parti Quebecois says the vague term “Islamophobia”, is too 
controversial, and points out there is already a designated international day 
for the elimination of racial discrimination, observed annually on March 21. 

http://researchantisemitism.ca/quebec-opposition-rejects-call-day-action-
islamophobia/ 

Quebec mosque shooting: Ottawa ‘reflecting’ on 
day of action against Islamophobia, Trudeau says 
 
The federal government is still “in reflection” on the idea of making the 
anniversary of the attack on a Quebec City mosque a day of action on 
Islamophobia, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau said Thursday. Saying he 
wants to find the right way to commemorate the tragedy, Trudeau added 
the government doesn’t want to spark a backlash against any minorities, 
either. "We want to avoid the kind of backlash we sometimes see when we 
launch such actions because unfortunately there is still a small, intolerant 
minority." 
http://montrealgazette.com/news/quebec/quebec-mosque-shooting-
trudeau-reflecting-on-day-of-action-against-islamophobia 
 

My letter to Prime Minister Trudeau, Andrew 
Scheer and ALL Members of Parliament: 

 
The Right Honourable Justin Trudeau: 

The National Council of Canadian Muslims (NCCM) has asked 
Prime Minister Trudeau to designate January 29 as the National 
Day of Remembrance and Action on Islamophobia 
commemorating the Quebec City Mosque shooting. 

Will he also be considering a National Day of Remembrance and 
Action on June 30 for Zainab, Sahar, Geeti Shafia and Rona Amir 
Mohammed, drowned by their father Mohammed, step-mother 
Tooba Yahya, and brother Hamed? Will he consider a day of 
remembrance for Aqsa Parvez on December 10, strangled by her 
father and brother for refusing to wear a hijab? October 22 for 
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Cpl. Nathan Cirillo? October 20 for Warrant Officer Patrice 

Vincent? 

When a Muslim goes on a killing spree, it is nothing to do with 
Islam and police are stationed at mosques to protect Muslims 
from Islamophobia. When Muslims are killed, it has everything to 
do with Islam(ophobia), and police are stationed at mosques to 
protect Muslims from Islamophobia 

How does he choose between Muslim killers and Muslim victims? 
Are all lives not precious? The Quebec City mosque killing was a 
tragedy. I strongly condemn all forms of violence, including 
violence motivated by hatred and bigotry, and I call on all 
Canadians to affirm their commitment to civil, open dialogue and 
non-violence. But it is wrong to commemorate the victims of one 
tragedy with a Day of Remembrance while ignoring the victims of 
others. The question that many Canadians will ask is “why 

Publicly endowed grievance rites are inappropriate responses to 
isolated acts of violence. National mourning ceremonies should 
consecrate events that have shaped our civic character. 
Honouring the dead should draw people together - the whole 
country, not half - either to heal historic wounds, acknowledge 
sacrifices made on all our parts and strengthen our sense of 
national purpose, or to affirm solidarity in the face of calamities 
inflicted by a real, external enemy. 

Yours very truly, 

Valerie Price,  
ACT! For Canada 
 

Canada – More Articles 

A Sliced Girl's Face or a Sliced Hijab  

We heard about the ordeal of a Muslim girl in Canada who, on the way to 
school, was approached by a man with scissors who cut the end of her 
hijab. Within an hour, the media were in overdrive, reporting this horrifying 
example of Islamophobia. Political leaders including Toronto mayor John 
Tory, Ontario premier Kathleen Wynne and Prime Minister Justin Trudeau 
condemned the attack. The story was front-page news and inspired a 
multitude of outraged comment pieces seizing on the crime as an example 



of the virulent Islamophobia in the West. The only problem is, it never 
happened. 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/point/269097/sliced-girls-face-or-sliced-
hijab-daniel-greenfield 

Why are there no Consequences for Hijab Hoaxes? 
 

The Hijab hoaxes have been going on for a while. There was a rash of 
them after Trump won. The latest Hijab hate crimes hoax took place in 
Canada and dragged in Prime Minister Trudeau. Now, on the last Moment, 
Jamie Glazov wonders where the consequences are. 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/point/269080/why-are-there-no-
consequences-hijab-hoaxes-video-daniel-greenfield 

Canadians Protest Against Trudeau For Spreading 
Hijab Hoax Story 

Trudeau seems willing to tear Canada apart if he thinks it will benefit him. 
That’s why it’s great to see Canadian citizens taking to the streets to stand 
against Trudeau and his compliant elitist media and send a message that 
Canadians deserve far better. Every single day, we are seeing that Trudeau 
has totally lost the moral authority to govern our great country. 

https://www.spencerfernando.com/2018/01/20/photos-canadians-protest-
trudeau-spreading-hijab-hoax-story/ 

Australian Imam:  Canada is Broken 

A popular Australian Muslim scholar who has become internationally known 
for publicly speaking out against radical Islam, slammed Justin Trudeau’s 
policy of attempting to re-integrate returning ISIS fighters when he wrote 
on Facebook: “In today’s Canada if you go into a store and commit armed 
robbery, you will go to jail. But if you join ISIS, kill people, and come back 
home, you get special treatment. Canada is broken.” 

http://researchantisemitism.ca/australian-imam-canada-broken/ 
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New docs reveal CSIS foreign fighter concerns 
 
Anthony Furey discusses schism between Trudeau and CSIS on returning 
"travellers". Similar to the gap between PM and Canadians on #m103 and 
#islamofauxbia? Prime Minister Justin Trudeau shows little concern over 
the threat posed by battle-hardened jihadists returning to Canada. He even 
argues they can be rehabilitated. But documents unearthed from CSIS – 
some of them marked “top secret” – reveal alarming information about 
how Canada’s spy agency views the jihadist threat, what they’re doing to 
track it and their concerns about future attacks on home soil. Anthony 
Furey reports in this three-part series. 
 
http://torontosun.com/news/national/new-docs-reveal-csis-foreign-fighter-
concerns 
 

Canada: Leaked intelligence documents show 
greater threat of Islamic terror than government 
admits 

Leaked Intelligence Documents Show Greater Threat of Islamic Terror than 
Government Admits – Breitbart Leaked documents from the Canadian 
Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) show that the intelligence service is far 
more concerned with Islamic terrorism behind closed doors than the left-
wing Trudeau government will admit in public. This is a confirmation of 
what was already well known to watchful Canadians. 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/01/canada-leaked-intelligence-
documents-show-greater-threat-of-islamic-terror-than-government-admits 

Muslim Derangement Syndrome in Canada 
 
In Canada, any Muslim can perpetrate a bogus “hate crime” with complete 
impunity. Likewise, Muslims can stab police officers and attack a 75-year-
old grandmother and Canadian authorities will slap a gag order on any hint 
of Islamic motivation. This is a symptom of Muslim Derangement 
Syndrome (MDS). What we have is credulity for Muslim hoaxes, willful 
ignorance for Muslim attacks. 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/269073/muslim-derangement-
syndrome-canada-lloyd-billingsley 
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Will #JustinTrudeau dare to denounce Canadian 
Imams justifying death penalty of LGBTQ2 
 
Abu Ameenah Bilal Philips, a Canadian Muslim scholar, and Imam: -“The 
Islamic Law says that if you’re caught in an act in an Islamic State you will 
be executed. If you’re been seen by four witnesses etc. execution. That’s 
the law.” 

 
https://dianebederman.com/is-it-rational-to-fear-islam-if-one-is-a-member-

of-the-lgbtq2-community/ 

Don't let them tell you it's wrong to criticize radical 
Islam 
 
The Left wants to paint mainstream Canadians as bigots – and worse, they 
want to scare us into thinking that criticizing Islamists and discussing the 
threat of jihadists terrorism is a form of racism. It’s a scare tactic, 
employed to silence critics. This Leftist strategy has been repeated so 
often, the words are losing their meaning.  

http://torontosun.com/opinion/columnists/malcolm-dont-let-them-tell-you-
its-wrong-to-criticize-radical-islam 
 

Canada: Trudeau and the Islamic perspective on 
the LGBTQ community 

Canadian Prime Minister, Justin Trudeau touts himself as a leader who 
equality and rights for the LGBTQ community. At the same time, he also 
embraces and promotes the growing Islamist movement in Canada, which 
views homosexuality as a crime punishable by lashing and even death. And 
the Islamists make no secret of their views. They promote them in 
mosques, public lecturers, articles and books often distributed free in 
bookstores and on city street corners. 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/01/canada-trudeau-and-the-islamic-
perspective-on-the-lgbtq-community 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ws7AeSIagPs&t=1s
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Can Justin Trudeau tolerate real diversity? 

The law increasingly exists not to protect minority opinion but to impose 
majority opinion. "Those institutions that hold to Christian orthodoxy are 
going to be increasingly isolated and stigmatized." That is why you will find 
Mr. Trudeau in mosques, temples, shrines and smudging ceremonies. But 
one place you won't find him is in Pastor Jones's or Ms. Redshaw's church. 
Diversity is all very well – but only when it's good for the brand. 

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/can-justin-trudeau-tolerate-
real-diversity/article37665145/ 
 

Jihad in Toronto? By Robert Spencer 
 
A man who is likely a Muslim shoots random people at a time when a 
major international Islamic jihad terror organization has called for the 
killing of random people, and the police tell us nothing about the man, and 
say they’re scratching their heads as to his motive. The victims deserve 
better, but in Canada, as in many quarters all over the West, Islam’s image 
must be protected at all costs, and that is the first and foremost priority 
that all authorities must pursue. The victims’ rights and well-being can go 
hang, as far as the authorities are concerned. 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/269122/jihad-toronto-robert-spencer 

Canada: Trial starts for Muslim refugee who 
sexually assaulted 6 underage girls at waterpark 
 
Soleiman Hajj Soleiman was one of Justin Trudeau’s first wave of 50,000 
Syrian refugees. He’s a father of six, currently facing trial for 12 charges— 
six counts of sexual assault and another six counts of sexual interference 
against six minor girls all under the age of 16.The charges stem from a 
series of gropings that occurred at West Edmonton Mall World Waterpark 
February 4th 2017. 
 
https://creepingsharia.wordpress.com/2018/01/23/edmonton-mall-muslim-
sex-assault 

Two accused terrorists hired as “anti-radicalism 
consultants” — and you're paying their salaries 
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"Sabrine Djermane and El Mahdi Jamali, two Montrealers acquitted of 
terrorism after three months of trial and over two years incarceration, will 
be consultants for the Center for Prevention of Radicalization Leading to 
Violence (CPRMV), learned La Presse.” 

 
https://www.therebel.media/ezra_levant_show_january_23_2018 
 

Whatever happened to Trudeau the tolerant? By 
Charles Adler 
 
A sitting prime minister, convicted while in office — but not of a crime, he’d 
want to remind you. He’s a violator of a federal statute, but not a criminal. 
This has never happened before to a sitting prime minister. Nothing tears 
the bark off the image of this sweet, innocent, young, idealistic Prime 
Minister than those four words: guilty, guilty, guilty and guilty. If he’s 
angry, it’s only because wheeling out the Charter of Rights of Rights and 
Freedoms prop isn’t working for him. He tells them that when a 
government violates this sacred Charter, brought down from the top of 
Mount Sinai by his dad, Canadians need to pay a price. 
 
https://globalnews.ca/news/3979782/commentary-whatever-happened-to-
trudeau-the-tolerant/ 

Justin Trudeau: Maybe he is just really, really 
stupid 

It is much easier to label Trudeau as a liar with evil intentions. But like the 
child he appears to be, his words and actions can simply arise from a 
person who is not intelligent enough to do the job he has been elected to 
do. Trudeau’s lack of grey matter will never be mentioned by Canada’s 
mainstream media. They are way too busy reporting how Donald Trump is 
psychiatrically unfit to be president and should be removed from office. 
And you will never hear the Official Opposition refer to Trudeau’s lack of 
intelligence. They will never talk that way about the most esteemed 
member of their elite club like that and besides a main goal of the CPC is to 
make nice with the media that hate them no matter what they do. 

http://canadafreepress.com/print_friendly/justin-trudeau-maybe-he-is-just-
really-really-stupid 

LGBTQ – The Islamic Perspective – Canada 

https://www.therebel.media/ezra_levant_show_january_23_2018
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Canadian Prime Minister, Justin Trudeau touts himself as a leader of 
equality and rights for the LGBTQ community. At the same time, he also 
embraces and promotes the growing Islamist movement in Canada, which 
views homosexuality as a crime punishable by lashing and even death. And 
the Islamists make no secret of their views. They promote them in 
mosques, public lecturers, articles and books often distributed free in 
bookstores and on city street corners. 
 
http://acdemocracy.org/lgbtq-the-islamic-perspective-in-canada/ 

PRIORITIES: As Suicide Epidemic Grips Maskwacis 
Community, Trudeau Government Sends Money To 
Yemen & Jordan 

How can we be giving money to foreign countries like Yemen and Jordan 
when we have so many Canadian citizens struggling, including the people 
of Maskwacis.  A suicide epidemic in a Canadian community should take 
priority over anything happening in a foreign country, and those in power 
who fail to recognize that have no business leading our country. Our 
government exists to serve the Canadian people, and the Canadian people 
only. 

https://www.spencerfernando.com/2018/01/22/priorities-suicide-epidemic-
grips-maskwacis-community-trudeau-government-sends-money-yemen-
jordan/ 

SECRECY: While In Davos, Trudeau Shuts Canadian 
Media Out Of Netanyahu Meeting & North American 
Roundtable 

It shows Trudeau’s arrogance and secrecy, as he sees himself as being 
above any accountability or honesty with Canadians. After all, Israel was 
fine letting their public know about the meeting, so why did the Trudeau 
government keep it hidden? And why did the government say the media 
could cover the North American roundtable, and then shut them out? 

https://www.spencerfernando.com/2018/01/24/secrecy-davos-trudeau-shuts-
canadian-media-netanyahu-meeting-north-american-roundtable 
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Islamophobia- Motion M-103 

Iqra Khalid’s Islamic Crusade to suppress freedom 
of speech under ruse of Islamophobia 

“I find your motion before the Canadian Parliament listed below to be 
offensive and if transmuted into law or metastasized into a crown inquiry 
by any manner of legislative or political chicanery; an act of political 
violence against one of the most sacrosanct cornerstones and inalienable 
rights of free speech, long recognized via Anglo-Saxon Common Law and 
our Judeo-Christian heritage.” Excellent letter. 

http://canadafreepress.com/article/iqra-khalids-islamic-crusade-to-
suppress-freedom-of-speech-under-ruse-of-is 

How do we define Islamophobia? 
 
In 2017, the Canadian Parliament passed a motion, Motion M-103, 
condemning “Islamophobia.” Yet, as Diane Bederman points out, 
“Islamophobia” can be defined so broadly that a law arising from Motion 
M-103  could preclude any reasonable discussion of Islam. And four major 
Canadian media outlets could offer no definition of “Islamophobia.”  “It is 
obviously a weaponized word that our leaders would do well to avoid. 

We talk a great deal about Islamophobia in Canada. And rightly so. We are 
having discussion about Motion 103 which includes the word Islamophobia. 
I contacted four major media outlets and asked them for their working 
definition of Islamophobia. The National Post and the CBC did not reply. 
The other two, the Toronto Star and the Globe and Mail, said they don’t 
have one. How can we have a meaningful conversation about 
Islamophobia if we do not agree upon a definition? 

 
https://dianebederman.com/how-do-we-define-islamophobia/ 
 

Islamophobia won't be the central focus of 
parliamentary committee's M-103 report, sources 
say 

The parliamentary committee tasked with preparing a report on racism and 
religious discrimination as required by M-103, the Liberal government’s 

http://canadafreepress.com/article/iqra-khalids-islamic-crusade-to-suppress-freedom-of-speech-under-ruse-of-is
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controversial anti-Islamophobia motion, is about to make its 
recommendations public. But after months of debate over the definition of 
Islamophobia and the use of the term in a motion intended to address all 
forms of racism, sources say Islamophobia won’t be a central focus of the 
M-103 report. 

http://nationalpost.com/news/politics/islamophobia-wont-be-the-central-
focus-of-parliamentary-committees-m-103-report-sources-say 

Freedom of Speech 

Students take political correctness to court 

In 2013, Ryerson Students Union banned a campus pro-life club because it 
was pro-life. Since 2015, RSU has repeatedly rejected the Men’s Issues 
Awareness Society (MIAS) as a campus club, because some feminists see 
discussion of issues facing men and boys as an ideological threat. These 
three Ontario student unions are hostile to the free expression and debate 
of ideas on campus. They hate diversity of thought. They actively prevent 
discussion and debate, and thereby rob students of their right to learn to 
think independently. 

The Court has an opportunity to stop this dangerous precedent, namely, 
the coerced adoption of select ideological viewpoints as a prerequisite for 
students to benefit from fair and equal treatment by their student unions 
on public university campuses. 

https://www.thepostmillennial.com/students-take-political-correctness-
court/ 

Liberals reviewing option to revive controversial 
internet hate speech law repealed in 2013 

A hate speech law that generated years of heated controversy over free 
speech before being repealed in 2013 could be making a comeback, at 
least in some form. Earlier in January, Justice Minister Jody Wilson-
Raybould’s office told a B.C. man it is looking at whether Section 13 of the 
Canadian Human Rights Act should be revived. 
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http://nationalpost.com/news/politics/liberals-reviewing-option-to-revive-
controversial-hate-speech-law-repealed-in-2013 

Immigration-Migration 

Which Migrants? 

Those Europeans, such as Geert Wilders, whom we are constantly told are 
“far-right” and “anti-immigrant,” are neither. They are intelligently opposed 
to Muslim immigrants, and they should start now to voice their support for 
“an immigration policy that makes sense,” putting paid to the canard that 
they oppose all immigrants, and introducing a note of sanity to Europe’s 
immigration policies. For too long, Europeans did not know what to expect 
from Muslim migrants; now they do. It still pains them to acknowledge 
their colossal error. 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/01/hugh-fitzgerald-which-migrants 

Germany, Switzerland and the Netherlands: 
Between 80% and 99% of Muslim migrants 
unemployed 

This entire Muslim migrant enterprise was sold to Europeans with the claim 
that the migrants would replace Europe’s aging workforce. Instead non-
Muslims are paying for the upkeep of Muslims. “We are on Jihad Seekers 
Allowance, We take the Jizya (protection money paid to Muslims by non-
Muslims) which is ours anyway. The normal situation is to take money from 
the Kafir (non-Muslim), isn’t it? So this is normal situation. They give us the 
money. You work, give us the money.” 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/01/germany-switzerland-and-the-
netherlands-between-80-and-99-of-muslim-migrants-unemployed 

Around the World 

France 
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Paris Metro Drivers Refuse to Stop at Certain 
Stations Citing Passenger Safety 
 
Drivers on the Paris metro are refusing to stop at certain stations due to 
the high level of crime and drug use claiming that the areas may not be 
safe for their passengers. The union also says that the safety of the RATP 
employees is impacted in troubled areas as the number of violent incidents 
toward the employees has increased dramatically in recent months. The 
move comes only months after French courier service Chronopost 
announced that they would not be delivering packages in certain Parisian 
neighbourhoods due to danger to their staff. 

http://www.breitbart.com/london/2018/01/16/paris-metro-drivers-refuse-
stop-certain-stations-safety/ 
 

Prison in France: Terrorism and Islamism  
 
Like its police and the firefighters, France’s prison guards say they live in a 
permanent climate of violence and fear. And their exasperation is growing. 
Instead of rethinking all prison policies from the position of Islamist risk — 
the risk of guards being murdered and the risk of Muslim inmates, who are 
the majority of 70,000 prisoners, being transformed into authentic jihadists 
— the government tries to buy peace from the guards with a few salary 
increases and “experiments” to make Islamists “reintegrate” into a “normal 
life” in “normal society”. 

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/11787/france-prison-islam-terrorism 

Iran 

Iranian woman who took off her hijab and became 
symbol of freedom is missing and feared arrested 

This is real feminism, and real courage in the face of real tyranny. We can 
only hope that this woman survives whatever the brutal and bloodthirsty 
Islamic regime has in store for her. The woman has not been seen since 
the video of her standing on the pillar box on one of the city’s busiest 
thoroughfares, without a headscarf or long coat as required under Islamic 
law, went viral. 
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https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/01/iranian-woman-who-took-off-her-
hijab-and-became-symbol-of-freedom-is-missing-and-feared-arrested 

Iran: The World’s Greatest Narco State 

This translates into billions of dollars in weapons and well-paid criminals 
who are responsible for thousands of murders, creating the equivalent of 
war zones in certain parts of Brazil, as well as billions more in the funding 
of international terrorist activities such as training, Intel and weapons. Not 
to mention the devastation caused by the drug itself as it spreads through 
the Eastern Hemisphere. 

https://pamelageller.com/2018/01/iran-greatest-narco.html/ 

Pakistan 

Pakistani Doctor Who Helped Locate Bin Laden 
Marks 6 Years in Jail 

The widely circulated story is that Afridi ran a fake hepatitis vaccination in 
Abbottabad -- where the CIA had gotten intelligence that bin Laden was 
hiding out – to get DNA samples to confirm his presence. The use of a fake 
campaign sparked criticism from aid groups who said it would cast 
suspicion on legitimate projects and put aid workers at risk. He’s known in 
the U.S. Congress as “Dr. Hero” for his alleged role in finding al-Qaida 
mastermind Osama bin Laden. But in his native Pakistan, Dr. Shakil Afridi 
has been cast as a traitor, locked away for nearly six years in a slippery, 
tangled case that has strained bilateral relations. 

https://www.voanews.com/a/pakistani-doctor-who-helped-locate-bin-
laden-marks-six-years-in-jail/3830087.html 

United Kingdom 

London borough with highest percentage of 
Muslims in UK votes to ban Trump from entering 

I’m sure President Trump is deeply disappointed in not being able to enter 
Tower Hamlets. But this ridiculous exercise in virtue-signaling, even though 
it has not (yet) been taken up by the Home Office, only highlights Britain’s 
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hypocrisy and double standards regarding who can enter the country and 
who cannot. Pamela Geller and I are banned from entering the country for 
the crime of telling the truth about Islam and jihad. Meanwhile, Britain has 
a steadily lengthening record of admitting jihad preachers without a 
moment of hesitation. 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/01/london-borough-with-highest-
percentage-of-muslims-in-uk-votes-to-ban-trump-from-entering 

United States 

Mueller Worked With Radical Islamists While 
Serving As FBI Director 

“Mueller bent over backwards to please radical Islamist groups and caved 
into their demands,” Judicial Watch said in their 2017 article on the report. 
“The agency eliminated the valuable anti-terrorism training material after 
Mueller met with various Islamist organizations, including those with 
documented ties too terrorism.” Two organizations Mueller met with, 
Islamic Society of North America and Council on American Islamic 
Relations, were named by the U.S. government “as unindicted co-
conspirators in the 2007 Holy Land Foundation terrorist financing case.” 

https://www.westernjournal.com/report-mueller-worked-radical-islamists-
serving-fbi-director/ 

Muslim admits Minn. arson was jihad attack: ‘You 
guys are lucky I don’t know how to build a bomb’ 
 
Terrorism works. The absolute submission to Islam is now so far along that 
even when Muslims plainly state their terror motives, and admit faking 
attacks on Muslims, the actual victims find endless ways to apologize for 
said Islamic attacks and defend Islam. Remember, if you leave bacon at a 
mosque you go to jail for 15 years. But if you’re Muslim and set 8 fires on a 
university campus and admit you did it for Islam – you can make bail…and 
presumably resume your terrorist activities.  
 
https://creepingsharia.wordpress.com/2018/01/21/st-paul-arson-jihad/ 
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Other Articles 

Neo-Stalinism and the Polish Challenge – Excellent! 

When the foundation of the society is undermined, the second stage of 
destruction begins. In the Rule of Law, laws should be applied to all 
citizens — otherwise the very idea of democracy and justice loses its 
meaning. Today, parallel Sharia law legally operates in Western Europe. 
The so-called Laws of the Jungle reign in “black holes” of “no-go-zones,” 
and courts condone lawlessness and savagery. 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/01/neo-stalinism-and-the-polish-
challenge 

215,000,000 Christians Persecuted, Mostly by 
Muslims 

The Islamic world had the lion's share of this persecution; 38 of the 50 
worst nations are Muslim-majority. The report further cites "Islamic 
oppression" behind the "extreme persecution" that prevails in eight of the 
10 worst nations. In short, the overwhelming majority of persecution that 
these 215 million Christians experience around the world — especially the 
worst forms, such as rape and murder — occurs at the hands of Muslims. 

In the Islamic world, the fall of dictatorial regimes rarely seems to alleviate 
the sufferings of Christians. On the contrary, when secular dictators fall — 
Saddam in Iraq, Qaddafi in Libya, and attempts against Assad in Syria — 
persecution of Christian seems to rise as a grassroots byproduct. Today, 
Iraq is the eighth worst nation in the world in which to be Christian, Syria is 
fifteenth, and Libya seventh. Under dictators, these countries were 
significantly safer for religious minorities. 

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/11775/persecuted-christians-open-
doors 

A lighter moment! 
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Good Housekeeping Maven “Heloise” Takes on the 
Problem of Islamophobia 
 
As a modern informed woman, homemaking maven Heloise has moved 
beyond household, diet, beauty, and family matters to the big issues of our 
times. One of those is Islamophobia. With Islamophobia rampant 
throughout the world, Heloise weighs in with her suggestions on what 
Muslims can do to combat this problem.  

 
http://www.actforcanada.ca/good-housekeeping-maven-heloise-takes-on-
the-problem-of-islamophobia/ 
 

Youtubes 

Jordan Peterson on the Language-Soul Connection 
with Dr. Jamie Glazov 
 

Dr. Peterson reflects on The Language-Soul Connection, offering a glimpse 
into the primary attribute of civilization. And make sure to watch the entire 
episode from which the above clip is taken — in which Dr. Peterson focuses 
on Non-Traditional Gender Pronouns and unveils the dire consequences of 
language tyranny: 
 
http://jamieglazov.com/2018/01/21/glazov-gang-jordan-peterson-on-the-
language-soul-connection-2/ 
 

Pat Condell 

Pat Condell: BEST SPEECH EVER about Europe´s last chance! 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ff2ShaNVVe0 

Wild Bill of America 
 
Beware the Jihad Police 
 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=DB-YvhswfAI&feature=youtu.be  
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Sharia - Destroyer of Civilizations 
 
With the great Dr. Bill Warner 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMwsBdJh9Y4 

Paul Weston on THAT Jordan Peterson Cathy 
Newman Interview – excellent! 
 
C4 Jordan Peterson Cathy Newman interview link here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aMcjx... 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b6OBI5JBITM 

We Remember 

 

“For the dead and the living, we must bear witness” 

~ Elie Wiesel ~ 

International Holocaust Remembrance Day 
  Tomorrow marks the 73rd anniversary of the liberation of the 
Auschwitz-Birkenau death camp in 1945, and has been designated 
as International Holocaust Remembrance Day. Since 2005, the 
United Nations has designated January 27 as a day of 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMwsBdJh9Y4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aMcjxSThD54&t=2s
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remembrance for the victims of the Holocaust, including six 
million Jews, and five million non-Jews who were murdered by 
the Nazi regime during World War II. The Holocaust will forever 
stand as an example of the ultimate expression of human hatred. 
Although it is now more than 73 years later, the lessons learned 
after the Holocaust still apply today and must not be forgotten. 
We all have a moral responsibility to continually strive to combat 
the forces of racism, antisemitism and bigotry wherever they are 
found.  
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